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Sport is fun. It’s all about excitement, intrigue, resiliency and purpose but mostly it’s all about the fans. Just like 

sport, the community is the most important part of SportVEST and we want to make investing more interesting, 
enjoyable and accessible to everyone. Welcome, it’s time to Venture in Sports with SportVEST. 

Any Individual can participate in any, or all, of the Bounty Program Activities outlined provided they meet the 
specific Activity Rules. 

SportVEST reserves the right to change the Terms & Conditions of any Bounty Program Activities and add new 

ones at any time at its sole discretion. 
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The SportVEST total Bounty Pool will be divided in the following activities: 

BOUNTY PAYMENT 

1.82% of the total funds raised from the Token-Sale will be allocated to the Bounty Program, up to a maximum 

of $1.1M (USD) based on the Hard-Cap being realized (the “Total Bounty Pool”). U.S Dollars will be converted 
and payment will be made in Ethereum (ETH) to the designated wallet address provided by each participant and 

according to the exchange rate of that day, following completion of the final Token-Sale. 
  
Each of the "Activities" will be allocated a fixed amount of U.S.Dollars. For each of the specified Activities, 

participants receive “Stakes” which are points used to calculate the final amount of U.S Dollars awarded to each 
participant. 

U.S Dollar amount awarded to Participants is calculated by using a simple formula: 
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1.82% TF X %PS 

TS  

Where: 

TF = Total Funds raised  
PS = Participant’s Stake in the Particular Activity 
TS = Total Stake for the Particular Activity 

Example:  
A participant accumulates 100 Stakes in the Twitter Activity by liking, tweeting and retweeting. If the total Stakes 
by all participants in the Twitter Activity following the completion of the final Token-Sale is 10,000 Stakes, he/she 
will receive 110,000 x 100 / (10,000) = 1,100 U.S Dollars (ETH equivalent) for their participation in the Twitter 

Activity. 

If the number of bounty participants is less than 1,000 active users - total Bounty Pool will be reduced to 1%. 
"Participant" means the person who participated in at least one Activity on the Bounty Program. 

Bounty Payments are paid in Ethereum only. The Bounty Program results will be announced one week following 
the completion of the final Token-Sale. 

IMPORTANT: ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST FOLLOW US ON TWITTER, AND CONNECTED TO OUR TELEGRAM. FAILURE TO DO SO WILL 

EXCLUDE YOU FROM THE BOUNTY PROGRAM. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Links: 

Website: https://sportvest.io   

Whitepaper: https://sportvest.io/sportvest_whitepaper.pdf   
Official ANN thread on BitcoinTalk: (BitcoinTalk Link Goes Here) 
SportVEST Avatar: https://s.gravatar.com/avatar/  

Bounty Program Participants: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/  

Social Media 
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/sportvest  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/SportVESTico     

Telegram: https://t.me/sportvest  
Medium: https://medium.com/@SportVEST   

LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/sportvest     

If you have any questions regarding the Bounty Program, please contact us. 
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BOUNTY 

1. Member: 1 Stake/Week 
2. Full Member: 1.5 Stakes/Week 
3. Sr. Member: 1.75 Stakes/Week 

4. Hero Member: 2 Stakes/Week 
5. Legendary: 2.5 Stakes/Week 

BONUSES 

+0.5 Stakes per week, if you use SportVEST avatar + SportVEST personal text. 
SportVEST Avatar. 

RULES 

Keep the signature (as well as the avatar and the personal text if you picked them as well) until completion 

of the final Token-Sale. We will check your messages on a regular basis to make sure you are using our 
signature (and avatar and personal text, if applicable) at all times. 
Posts must be constructive and on-topic. Spam, low-quality posts, copy/paste, and off-topic posts simply 

made for the intention of raising post counts are strictly prohibited will be disqualified at our sole 
discretion. Users found doing so will be immediately and permanently disqualified, reported to BitcoinTalk 

moderators, and banned from any other bounty Activity. 
Make at least 10-quality posts per week to be eligible for a reward. Your first week is 7-days, from Sunday 
to Saturday, starting from the date of approval (see the spreadsheet); your second week is the next 7-days, 

and so on. 
Using multiple signatures at the same time is prohibited, only use the SportVEST signature. 

You are not allowed to use any other project’s avatar or personal text. 
You must update the signature, the personal text, and the avatar immediately upon our request. 
You must make sure that the signature you are using corresponds to your current rank at all times. 
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When your account gets promoted to a higher rank during your participation, you must upgrade the 

signature. 
Eligible posts must be at least 50-characters long. 

We recommend keeping your signature until the final spreadsheet gets updated with your final post count 
(allow at least one week to count posts). Removing your signature before the post count may lead to your 
disqualification. 

HOW TO JOIN 

1. To participate in this Activity Sign Up here: Sign Up Form. 

2. Add the SportVEST signature BBCode matching your account rank to the Signature field of your 
BitcoinTalk profile. 

3. We'll review your request and contact you to discuss the details or confirm your participation. 

4. After checking your account, you can proceed to the Bounty Program. To verify your activity, you need 
to send a report with links to BitcoinTalk: (BitcoinTalk Link Goes Here). 

5. Check the status here: Spreadsheet. 

QUESTIONS? 

If you have any questions regarding this Activity, please Contact us by: 

Telegram chat: https://t.me/sportvest  

Email: bounty@sportvest.io  
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U.S Dollars will be distributed proportionally among the participants according to the amount of received Stakes. 

BOUNTY 

If you would like to help us translate our Website, Whitepaper, Lightpaper, 1-Pager, Investment Thesis or other 

documents or Articles into your language, please contact us at: bounty@sportvest.io.  

RULES 

Translations should be original work. Using Google Translate and other online translators is not allowed. 
Participants using Google Translate will be instantly disqualified. 
One person can reserve only one language for translation. 

Translation requests into languages of Restricted Areas will not be taken into consideration or accepted. 

HOW TO JOIN 

1. To participate in this Activity Sign Up here: Sign Up Form. 
2. We'll review your request and contact you to discuss the details or confirm your participation. 
3. After checking your account, you can proceed to the Bounty Program. To verify your activity, you need 

to send a report with links to BitcoinTalk: (BitcoinTalk Link Goes Here). 
4. Check the status here: Spreadsheet. 

QUESTIONS? 

If you have any questions regarding the Translation Activities, please contact us by: 

Telegram chat: https://t.me/sportvest  
Email: bounty@sportvest.io  
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U.S Dollars are awarded for helping us spread the word about SportVEST on Twitter by means of tweets and 
retweets. 

BOUNTY 

Standard: (for participants who have at least 200 and not more 1,000 followers). 
1 tweet about SportVEST with a link to our Website: 1 Stake. 

1 like and 1 retweet of 1 tweet from the Official SportVEST Twitter page: 1 Stake. 

Medium: (for participants who have at least 1,001 and not more than 5,000 followers). 

1 tweet about SportVEST with a link to our Website: 3 Stakes. 
1 like and 1 retweet of 1 tweet from the Official SportVEST Twitter page: 3 Stakes. 

Gold: (for participants who have at least 5,001 and not more than 15,000 followers). 
1 tweet about SportVEST with a link to our Website: 7 Stakes. 

1 like and 1 retweet of 1 tweet from the Official SportVEST Twitter page: 7 Stakes. 

Platinum: (for participants who have at least 15,000 and not more than 50,000 followers). 
1 tweet about SportVEST with a link to our Website: 14 Stakes. 
1 like and 1 retweet of 1 tweet from the Official SportVEST Twitter page: 14 Stakes. 

If you have more than 50,001 followers, your remuneration for this Activity will be considered on an individual 

basis. 

Extra bonus for reposts: 

Level 1: If you have at least 5 and not more than 30 retweets on your tweet: 1 Stake. 

Level 2: If you have at least 31 and not more than 100 retweets on your tweet: 3 Stakes. 
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Level 3: If you have at least 101 and not more than 300 retweets on your tweet: 9 Stakes. 

RULES 

You must follow the Official SportVEST Twitter pages: https://twitter.com/SportVESTico. 

Your Twitter account must not be fake, inactive or a bot account. Only original Twitter accounts will be 
accepted. 
Only one Twitter account per participant is allowed. 

Your Twitter account must have at least 200 real followers. Twitter audit must be equal to or better than 
80%. 

You have to like and retweet at least 5 tweets from our Twitter page: https://twitter.com/SportVESTico. 
Only 1 retweet per day will count. 
You have to make 5 Twitter tweets about SportVEST per week, include hashtag #SportVESTico. Only 1 

tweet per day will count. 
Don't tweet everything in 1 day, you are supposed to make the tweets constructive and not simply spam. 

You cannot remove your tweets or retweets you made within the framework of this Twitter Activity until 
one week after the completion of the final Token-Sale. This will make sure you quickly pass all checks. 

HOW TO JOIN 

1. To participate in this Activity Sign Up here: Sign Up Form. 
2. After checking your account, you can proceed to the Bounty Program. To verify your activity, you need 

to send a report with links to BitcoinTalk: (BitcoinTalk Link Goes Here). 
3. Check the status here: Spreadsheet. 
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We will reward experienced bloggers and media creators who create original content about SportVEST and the 
Token-Sale using posts, blogs, articles and reviews. 

BOUNTY 

Standard: (for posts and reviews which have at least 300 and not more than 1,000 views). 
1 post in your blog or mass media resources consisting of the Official SportVEST press release with a link 

to our Website: 2 Stakes. 
1 unique original article or review about SportVEST with a link to our Website: 4 Stakes. 

Medium: (for posts and reviews which have at least 1,001 and not more than 5,000 views) 
1 post in your blog or mass media resources consisting of the Official SportVEST press release with a link 

to our Website: 6 Stakes. 
1 unique original article or review about SportVEST with a link to our Website: 12 Stakes. 

Gold: (for posts and reviews which have at least 5,001 and not more than 15 000 views). 
1 post in your blog or mass media resources consisting of the Official SportVEST press release with a link 

to our Website: 12 Stakes. 
1 unique original article or review about SportVEST with a link to our Website: 24 Stakes. 

Platinum: (for posts and reviews which have at least 15,000 and not more than 50,000 views). 
1 post in your blog or mass media resources consisting of the Official SportVEST press release with a link 

to our Website: 24 Stakes. 
1 unique original article or review about SportVEST with a link to our Website: 48 Stakes. 

If you have more than 50,001 views, your remuneration for this Activity will be considered on an individual basis. 

RULES 

You must follow the Official SportVEST Medium account: https://medium.com/@SportVEST. 
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All media must be published online and accessible by everyone. 

Low quality media will not be accepted. 
All media must be original work. Copying other people's work is not allowed and will result in 

disqualification. You can use Official images, artwork and other content posted on our Website. 
In a video description you must have one link of our Website, one link of our Official BitcoinTalk thread 
and one link of your own BitcoinTalk profile to prove it is original content. 

Videos should be longer than 1 Minute, videos shorter than 1 minute will not be accepted. Animated 
videos can be shorter than 1 minute. 

All media has to be posted on a social media platform such as; Steemit, Youtube, Reddit, Facebook, 
Twitter, etc. and has to include 2 Official links: on our Website and a Social Media link. 
We do not allow Websites with no audience or new Websites; the Website where you choose to publish 

your media, must be at least 2-months old, and must have the user activity. 
An article should contain more than 500 characters, articles that contain less than 500 characters will not 

be accepted. 
All media must include at least 2 links from the following: our Website, SportVEST ANN thread and/or 
SportVEST Social Media links. 

Make sure you have the full understanding of SportVEST. Please read our Whitepaper first. 
We will accept 1-submission per participant for media published on Medium, Steemit, Newbium and other 

general/free media platforms.  
If an article is published on a Website, podcast or blog with quality content we will accept 3-submissions 
per participant. For example, personal blogs with active users, Cointelegraph, popular Youtube channels, 

etc.). 
Original articles to be pre-approved by SportVEST team. 

Please make sure that your text is technically correct, and doesn't have typos and errors. 

HOW TO JOIN 

1. To participate in this Activity Sign Up here: Sign Up Form. 

2. After checking your account, you can proceed to the Bounty Program. To verify your activity, you need 
to send a report with links to BitcoinTalk: (BitcoinTalk Link Goes Here). 

3. Check the status here: Spreadsheet. 

QUESTIONS? 

If you have any questions regarding this Activity, please contact us by: 

Telegram chat: https://t.me/sportvest  

Email: bounty@sportvest.io  
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We will reward experienced vloggers and video creators who create original content about SportVEST and the 
Token-Sale using Videos and Vlogs. 

RULES 

Videos and Vlogs should be at least 2 minutes long. 
Videos and Vlogs must describe the SportVEST project. 

Original content. 
Good resolution and quality. 
Your channel must have at least 600 followers and be at least 4 months old. 

Link to our Website must be included in the video description. 
Videos and Vlogs must be published and accessible until the end of Token-Sale. 

The email you will use to register for this Activity must match the email in the about section on your 
YouTube and SoundCloud channel so we can verify you are the author. 
Videos, and Vlogs are subject to approval.  

HOW TO JOIN 

1. To participate in this Activity Sign Up here: Sign Up Form. 

2. After checking your account, you can proceed to the Bounty Program. To verify your activity, you need 
to send a report with links to BitcoinTalk: (BitcoinTalk Link Goes Here). 

3. Check the status here: Spreadsheet. 

QUESTIONS? 

If you have any questions regarding this Activity, please contact us by: 

Telegram chat: https://t.me/sportvest  
Email: bounty@sportvest.io  
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We aim to reach every crypto community out there. You can become a SportVEST Ambassador by arranging and 
hosting local meet-ups, and presenting SportVEST in front of an audience or any other activity you think it can 
raise awareness about our Token-Sale.  

RULES 

To be pre-approved by SportVEST. 

QUESTIONS? 

If you have any questions regarding this Activity, please contact us by: 

Telegram chat: https://t.me/sportvest  
Email: bounty@sportvest.io  

Don’t forget this Activity is subject to prior approval.  
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BOUNTY 

Refer 1 friend who participates in the Token-Sale: 1 Stake. 
Refer 2 friends who participate in the Token-Sale: 3 Stakes. 
Refer 5 friends who participate in the Token-Sale: 9 Stakes. 

RULES 

You must join Official SportVEST Telegram channel: https://t.me/sportvest. 

You must follow the Official SportVEST Twitter: https://twitter.com/SportVESTico.  
Referrals must qualify and participate in the Token-Sale. 

HOW TO JOIN 

1. To participate in this Activity Sign Up here: Sign Up Form. 
2. After checking your account, you can proceed to the Bounty Program. To verify your activity, you need 

to send a report with links to BitcoinTalk: (BitcoinTalk Link Goes Here). 
3. Check the status here: Spreadsheet. 
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RULES 

If you have a different idea of how you can help us spread the word about SportVEST, please contact us by: 

Telegram chat: https://t.me/sportvest  

Email: bounty@sportvest.io   
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